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The pedestal that refers to the relationship between two magnitudes is called pace. Fertility, for its part, refers to fertility and the ability to produce or reproduce. The idea of fertility rates reveals the average number of births per woman that will exist if all women will live throughout their fertility phase and give birth according to the average fertility rate per age.
It is a variable that measures the scope of possible demographic change in the territory. It is possible to distinguish between two types of fertility rates: overall fertility rate and overall fertility rate. The overall fertility rate is a rate that reflects the number of live births recorded in one year for every 1,000 women aged between 15 and 49. The overall or global rate
of fertility, on the other hand, shows the average number of female births that end their reproductive cycle in a particular country. In a year, 125 children were born in a village and there were 2,500 women with potential childbirth (aged between 15 and 49). The overall fertility rate, expressed by every 1,000 women, is 50. That is, we can determine that the
formula for achieving overall fertility rate is as follows: the number of births of a country or area divided by the population of women aged childbirth (15 to 49 years) and then the result is multiplied by 1,000. The overall fertility rate, often referred to as fertility rates, shows the average number of births that will occur in a year if all women in the region survive at
their fertile levels and have children based on fertility rates per age. This rate falls worldwide in most industrialized countries. The aforementioned fertility rate has become one of the basic demographic indicators used to recognize the reality of a country in greater depth. However, we should not ignore the use of studies and calculations of other indicators in
addition. In fertility itself are some of the following: -Fertility rate according to the age of the mother. -Indicators of fertility conjunctivitis. -Average age of childer childery. In this case, we can say that in order to obtain these parameters, data such as fertility rates or the conjunctive fertility indicators above must be used. -The percentage of birth with the birth
order. -The percentage of non-married mother births. This refers to what women are single, widowed or divorced. The overall fertility rate (TGF) is the average number of daughters and sons to be born to a woman's hypothetical coholord who during their fertile life has according to the fertility rate of the age of a particular period of study (usually a certain
year) and not exposed to the risk of death from birth to the end of the fertile period.   The overall fertility rate calculations are given by the total specific fertility rate per female five-year age group between the ages of 15 and 49, multiplied by 5. Certain rates are calculated by making a ratio between the number of children available by women in the five-year
group and the number of women in that age group. [1] These cross-cutting studies provide an ideal fertility rate overall (fertility replacement) of 2.1 children per woman who is a traditionally set level as a minimum required to ensure the level of replacement of the so-called population. [3] The level of replacement and overall fertility rate The replacement level,
however, was established on the assumption that the population is very stable and the same number of years live in each generation - the same age length - has been achieved; but if the generational population decreases the number of years of living fertility rates overall and consequential replacement levels should be higher to ensure replacement levels or,
if the population increases the number of years of life - longevity - the overall fertility rate may be lower and sufficient to maintain a replacement level. As MacInnes and Pérez Díaz point out, similar breeding is obtained by having many children living a short average of years or having a number of long-lived children, the difference in producing different levels
and can be quantified by so-called reproductive efficiency[4] breeding years of life,[5] fertility rates per generation or rate per generation - a result of so-called long-term [6] Value , and is expected to continue to do so, even at unethical rates, in developed and poor countries. Low TGF (less than 2.1 children per woman) in wealthy countries (in Europe, said
Massimo Livi Bacci, a biological reproduction - i.e. a birthplace - does not reach 1.4 children per woman)[3] can result in a decrease in population if longevity and the number of absence of international population movement (migration) occurs. In the case of Latin American countries, TGF is very high and longevity is increasing so the population is increasing
both with high births and an increase in longevity. [4] TGF varies for cultural, economic and political reasons. In the latter case, population policy The health and sex education plan aims to improve or decrease TGF levels. Like the death of babies and deaths in poorer countries, TGF is higher in rural areas than in urban areas (up to 50% more), mainly due to
cultural patterns, although these differences decrease as the level of economic development and improvement of education. The disparity between urban and rural areas is also recorded in Canada and the United States (albeit at a lower level), although contraceptive use as a form of family planning is widespread in both areas.   References - Definition of
overall fertility rate - Fertility replacement, in Demographic Note, Julio Pérez Díaz b Europe and America in geomographical revolution, Massimo Levi Bacci, 2005, Mexico, Demographics and Urban Studies, January-April, 58, The College of Mexico, pp. 23-36 to b MacInnes, J., Pérez Díaz, J., The Breeding Revolution, Journal of Spanish Sociological
Research (REIS),122, 2008, April/June, pp. 28-118, p. 94 Julio Pérez Díaz, CSIC, see the statement 8 of the reproductive revolution . Concepts and basic techniques, Pedro Maldonado Cruz, 2005, Plaza y Janés, Mexico, ISBN 970-722-417-7 Translate fertility into English1Confertility fertility. earth's fertility; fertility rates have fallen in recent years; Incas
worships the goddess of fertility; both sculpters have prodigious fertility rates of fertility are demographic indicators that represent the estimated number of children of a woman throughout her life. Specify the playback state in a specific location. With this indicator it is possible to make a demographic dynamic analysis. That is, predicting the size of the
population in the future - whether there will be increases, decreases or even population reservoirs. This information is very important for public policy planning in the fields of health, education, safety, wellbeing and development, for example. Although fertility rates vary among regions of the world, there is a tendency for this rate to decline. In the 1960s
women had, on average, 4.92 children, today that number was 2.45. How is the fertility rate calculated? There are two types of fertility rates: total fertility rate (TEF) and a certain fertility rate (TEF). Certain fertility rates are for different age groups in fertile age – aged 15 to 49. The tracks are: 15-19, 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49. To calculate this
rate, simply divide the number of births in the age group with the number of women in the group. The number of fertility rates will be the average of all certain fertility rates, which is the average number of children a woman at the end of her reproduction period. Why is fertility rate decreasing? The world's fertility rate fell from around 5 to 2.5 between 1960 and
2010. This means that the number of births has been divided in about 50 years. The reduction was at the result of cultural, economic and political changes associated with women. Some of the prominent factors are increased schooling for women. Increased participation of women in the labour market. Sexual education and family planning policies. Increased
access to contraception. In recent decades, women have stopped occupying domestic space and increasingly joined the labor market and invested in their education. Today, it is common for women to first finish their studies and reach a certain level in their careers before planning to have children. Many couples also choose not to have children, results that
are often related to high parenting costs. Since the opportunity to learn, work and access to information is related to increased income, it is natural for fertility rates to be lower in more developed countries or more developed areas of a country. However, even in underdeved countries, there is a reduction in the number of children per woman. See also the
meaning of population density and vegetable growth. Population replacement rate The population replacement rate is the fertility rate needed to offset the number of population in the world. The rate is 2.1, which will be two children to replace parents and a breakdown of 0.1 to compensate for the number of people dying before reaching reproduction age. This
means that if for the long term a country has a fertility rate equivalent to 2.1, it will not have population growth. On the other hand, a country with a fertility rate of less than 2.1 will have, in the long run, the small population. Understand what the population and the absolute population are. Fertility rates in Brazil Brazil are a country where fertility rates are lower
than the population replacement rate. The average number of children a woman has for the rest of her fertile life is 1.7, an index similar to developed countries. And that rate continues to decline. According to IBGE, in 2000 the total fertility rate was 2.39 and in 2015 it was reduced to 1.69. See below for the chart for this period: Ibge. According to data from
the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), the reduction was observed in all regions of the country and more significantly in the poorest and least educated social strata. In women's extracts with between zero and four-year-old studies, the rate decreased from 3.45 to 2.9, a significant reduction compared to women with more than 12 years of study, where
there was a reduction of 1.56 to 1.18. The reduction was the result of greater access to information and social awareness and family planning programs. While fertility rates show a trend of convergion across Brazil, regional differences remain: at one end we have a southern province with 1.57 children per woman and in the north 2.06. The graph below
shows variations in fertility rates between 2000 and 2016, in five provinces in Brazil.Year 2000 2016 Brazil 2.39 1.69 North 3.18 2.2.06 Northeast 2.72 1.93 Southeast 2.11 1.58 South 2.17 1.57 Central-West 2.25 1.67 Source: IBGE Data. Fertility rates in the world The world's fertility rate is declining. Over the past 50 years, that number has been half when
you consider the global average. Some countries also record rates close to one child per woman, such as Cyprus and Taiwan. In the long run, this rate represents a decrease and aging of the population in those countries. Low fertility rates are a more common phenomenon in developed countries, where women have more opportunities to learn and work
and more access to information. However, there are still countries where fertility rates are high, such as Niger, where the average number of children per woman is 7.6. This is true in underdeved countries and especially in Africa. See the graph below for playback conditions in various regions of the world. The lightest areas are countries where fertility rates
are lower and dark red countries represent the highest number of children per woman. Source: Our World in Data. Both birth inadequacy in developed countries and population growth resulting from high fertility rates in poorer countries pose problems for states and require public policy to balance demographic rates. The difference between fertility rate and
fertility rate fertility rate is related to the physiological ability of women to have children, namely the potential reproduction of women. Fertility rates, on the other hand, are the average concrete yield of the number of children that women have in certain places. In general, rates will always be lower than the fertility rate, since many women who can have
children will not have them. This may be due to female preference for not having a child or even a birth control policy. Also know the birth rate and mortality rate. Death.
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